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Abstract 

"Pay to click websites are in focus these days. Pay to click concept is often in confusion with pay per click 

concept which was started by Google through ad-sense. Various ways of earnings through such websites have 

been discussed. This paper differentiates pay to click websites with pay per click websites and focus strongly on 

pay to click websites only. Pay to click sector have seen down turn during year 2010 and have come back 

successfully. Paper also posits  the various parameters that decides about the quality of a particular pay to click 

website. These parameters include: Pay per View, Time per Click, Quality of Advertisements, Number of 

Members and many other parameters. All these parameters have not been discussed in any paper or studies 

earlier." 
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Introduction 

Pay to click (PTC) is an incentive based internet advertising model used on websites, where 

advertisers pay to their host for showing advertisements to target audiences. PTC websites, act as 

mediator between advertisers and consumers; the advertiser pays for displaying ads on the PTC 

website, and a share of the money goes to viewer when he views the advertisement. 

Any internet user can start earning money by becoming a member after completing free 

registration on PTC websites (the website). The member will get paid when he/she views an 

advertisement for a specific amount of time. The money gets credited and accumulated in the 

members account created by the website. The member can withdraw this money once it reaches 

to the minimum threshold amount set by the website.Withdrawal of money is facilitated by 

various online payment processors like paypal, alertpay, libertyreserve etc. Apart from viewing 

advertisements there are many other ways of earning money from these websites, which 

includes: 

 Reading Ads: Members get paid for reading the advertisements as developed by the 

advertiser specifically targeted on the member. 

 Reading Emails: Some PTC website also provide email marketing services whereby they 

pay to their members for reading the emails from the advertiser 

 Take Surveys: Members get paid by taking part in a survey offered by the site. The 

amount of incentive depends on the quality and length of survey. 

 Referring Others: Members also get paid when they refer the PTC site to other people 

they know. The incentive can be either or both of two parts; a fixed amount and a 

variable amount. 

 Signing Up: Members get paid for registering to other websites specified by the site. 

 

Difference between Pay to Click and Pay per Click: Pay per click (PPC) is an internet advertising 

model used on websites, where advertisers pay their host only when their ad is clicked. With 

search engines, advertisers typically bid on keyword phrases relevant to their target market. 

Content sites commonly charge a fixed price per click rather than using a bidding system. 
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Pay to click (PTC) is an online business model that draws online traffic from people aiming to 

earn money from home. 

Pay Per Click Pay to Click 

 Advertiser is charged when user clicks 

on a particular advertisement 

irrespective of time spent on viewing it 

 Advertiser is charged for specific 

amount of views for specific time 

 Does not pay to the viewer of the 

advertisement 

 Pays a share of revenue with the users 

who view the advertisements 

 Advertisements can be placed on 

content websites in a order that viewer 

of the content will also view the ad. 

 Viewers register themselves for 

viewing advertisements exclusively 

 Advertising cost is determined by the 

advertisement and the number of hits it 

recieves 

 Price of advertisement is fixed by the 

site owner and viewers also get paid for 

viewing the ads exclusively 

 

Evolution of PTC: The first PTC website was introduced on March 25
th
 2008 in a pre-

registration phase, and official opening commenced on April 30
th

 2008. NeoBux 

(www.neobux.com) was in news for scam rumours for a short period of time but it emerged with 

a positive face and is now one of the most popular PTC website across the web.  

One of reasons behind rapid popularity of the sites is that minimal requirements are to be met to 

start earning real money in one’s own account. Following are the requirements that must be 

fulfilled to start the earnings: 

- Computer with internet connection. 

o Email address 

o Online money transfer accounts like as Paypal, Alertpay etc. 

o Some websites require java environment to be installed in the browser. 
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With the above facilities any one can easily register on any genuine PTC site and start earning. 

No minimum educational qualifications are required. 

 

Characteristics of a PTC site 

Pay per View: It is the amount of money that is being paid to the user for viewing an 

advertisement for a specific period of time. It varies from site to site and also depends on the 

time period for which the advertisement is thrown. PTC sites promise to pay anywhere from 

$0.0001 to $10 per ad click. However getting $0.0001 per click is too less to invest one’s time on 

clicking and $10 is too good to be true. Generally $0.005 - $0.0005 is very well accepted pay per 

view pricing range in the industry for a standard ad view for 30 seconds. 

    NeoBux.com and Pay2Click.info pay $0.001 and $0.002 respectively for viewing an 

advertisement for 30 seconds. 

    Amount earned per view also varies based on the type of membership one has with the PTC 

site. Chargeable Premium Memberships pay more money than free memberships. Pricing for 

advertisements on the basis of membership is basically calculated by the administration of the 

PTC website. 

Example: NeoBux, the oldest PTC website has two types of members: free members are called 

standard members and members who pay for premium services are called Golden Members. 

Neobux has four categories of ads: 

 Micro Exposure: Time period for this advertisement is 5 seconds and a standard 

member gets $0.001 for viewing this advertisement. 

 Mini Exposure: Time period for this advertisement is 15 seconds and a standard 

member gets $0.005 for viewing this advertisement. 

 Standard Exposure: Time period for this advertisement is 30 seconds and a standard 

member gets $0.01 for viewing this advertisement. 

 Extended Exposure: Time period for this advertisement is 60 seconds and a standard 

member gets $0.02 for viewing this advertisement. 
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Number of Advertisements: Number of advertisements available is one of the most important 

criterion in determining the total amount one can earn in a day. Number of advertisements served 

by a PTC along with the amount paid for viewing the advertisement determine the sites' quality. 

Viewers prefer to view lesser amount of advertisements that pay more rather than viewing more 

number of advertisements for lesser money. Most websites provide 4 ad views per day for free 

members. So, if a site is paying $0.01 per click then maximum amount that can be earned per 

day will be $0.04. Number of ad views depends on the number of advertisements that the PTC 

site is getting for its members to view. 

 Example: NeoBux generally provide 12 fixed ads daily of $0.001 each. Apart from that it also 

provides approxmately 10 micro ads of $0.001 each daily.This gives a direct earning of $0.012 + 

$0.01 = $0.022 daily for viewing ads. 

Time per Click: The minimum amount of time in seconds for which the advertisement should be 

viewed to get the money credited in the viewer’s account. This ensures that the member has 

viewed the ads for specific period of time. Generally, a cheat check captcha code is displayed on 

the top of the advertisement which ensures that the click is performed by a human and not by 

automated softwares like robots etc. 

Number of Members: Number of members shows the size of a PTC site. This also shows the 

confidence of viewers on a PTC site. It is very important for a genuine PTC site to retain its 

viewers. This is achieved by constantly paying out pre-determined amount to the 

viewers(members). In order to constantly pay to large viewer base the site has to thoroughly 

work on the mechanics of advertisers click rate and referral management. Correct pricing is the 

key to attract and retain both advertisers and viewers. 

Types of Memberships: PTC sites provide minimum of 2 and maximum of 4 types of 

memberships to the viewers. In any case one membership type is free and rest will be paid. Paid 

members generally get preference over free members in terms of amount per click, number of 

ads to click, number of referrals to rent, minimum threshold amount and the like. 

Referral Purchase Value: Referrals are the members that generate earnings for their sponsors too. 

When one has a referral under his membership, one gets paid when referral views the websites.  

There are three ways in which referrals can be acquired:  
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1. Direct referrals: Members that register through the other member who refers the website. 

2. Purchased Referrals: Members who directly joins the website can be sold to others as a 

referrals. 

3. Rental Referrals. Members can be rented as referrals on monthly basis. 

Terms and Conditions: General terms and conditions for registering a PTC site are as follows: 

 One member can only have one account. 

 Member can only view ads using one IP address within 24 hours period. 

 Account is non transferable 

 Proof of payments are required to be posted on the sites forum to ascertain that the 

payment is been credited to the right person. 

 Cheating of any kind is not allowed which means members have to manually view 

advertisement for a predetermined amount of time before getting paid. 

Payment Facilities: Various facilities are provided by PTC sites to attract members. These 

facilities smoothen the payment process governed by various payment processors. Administors 

of some PTC sites first authenticates the quality of click manually and then pay to the viewers. 

This takes approximately 1 to 2 days to process the payment. On the other hand, some websites 

provide instant payment facility that credits the amount in the viewers account in just a click. 

This type of payment is known as instant payment. Almost all the websites ask for the proof of 

payment for confirming their records. 

Members pay to PTC sites for membership upgrade, purchasing advertisements, and buying or 

renting referrals. Members can rent or buy certain amount of referrals depending on their 

memberships. They can pay to PTC sites through any of the  following two ways: 

1. Payment through Payment Processor: This way of payment uses payment processors 

supported by the site to pay for the services. The payment processor website enables the 

payments by debiting the personal account of the members. Hence member has to pay 

from his own pocket for availing the services. All the payment processors are online 

processors. 

2. Payment from the Member’s Account: Member pays for the services from his earnings 

accrued by viewing the advertisements. 
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Time in the Market: Older PTC sites enjoy better reputation over newer PTC sites. Consistently 

paying websites enjoy better credibility over other sites. Scams harm the reputation of the site 

and call for a caution to the viewers as whether they will be able to encash the money they earn 

by viewing the ads on the site or not. 

Payout Ratio: PTC sites that have low minimum payout to amount per click ratio is better than 

the sites with higher ratio. It could be explained through the following calculation 

      MP/IPC (Minimum Payout / Income Per Click) 

      NeoBux.com = $2.00 / $0.001 = 2,000 

        Pay2Click.info = $1.00 / $0.002 = 500 

     Hence viewers will prefer Pay2Click.info over NeoBux.com considering MP/IPC 

Ratio. 

Minimum payout of $0.00 generally excites new visitors to enroll for the PTC as they are eager 

to register, view ads and withdraw the money they earned on a single go. This is generally most 

attractive technique used by PTC sites. This gives instant credibility to the PTC site. Also the 

amount has to be maintained in the pay out balance of the site to make instant payments. 

Uptime (should not be out for any time due to any reason): Any member of the site can call for 

money at any time and if the site is out for maintenance the member will not be able to withdraw 

the earnings. This will lead to frustation to the member and hence deteriorated the reputation of 

the site. 

Installed Anti Cheat Systems: The interest towards pay to click sites has increased drastically 

over last year as it requires very less amount of efforts and infrastructure. Inefficient system can 

lead to very big loss in no time. Also, it is the duty of a PTC site to ensure that the 

advertisements purchased by the company should be viewed in the right spirit. Viewers are 

always in search of techniques where they can some how get the clicks on their account without 

doing anything. In order to avoid mal-practices, anti-cheat systems are must for a good pay to 

click website. Anti-cheat system should at-least perform following functions: 

 Anti cheat system should ensure that the viewer will not view more than one ad at a time 

from the list of advertisements available. 
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 Some viewers get attracted towards PTC sites as very less effort is required. In greed of 

earning more, they tend to open multiple accounts with the same site. This does not surve 

the purpose of the advertiser who is paying to the site. That is why it becomes necessary 

for a ptc site to ensure that one person can open only one account. The anti cheat system 

installed by the site should ensure that multiple account can not be created. 

 Nowdays various autoclick softwares are available in the market. Some viewers tend to 

use these softwares in order to click on the ads automatically without even viewing the 

advertisements. Again this violates the concept and thereby it is necessary for an anti-

cheat system to ensure that the click are performed by a living human and not by any 

automated software. 

Quality of Advertisements: Quality of advertisements should be such that viewers can gain some 

vital information about the product/service that is being advertised. Mostly pay to click 

advertising concept works for driving traffic to the websites. In such case the websites that are 

advertised should be useful for the viewers so that viewers time can be utilized in a productive 

way and thus viewers can be encouraged to view more advertisements. 

Some websites provide one advertisement for such a long time that person get bored and thus 

feels cumbersome to visit the site even when he is getting paid for it. The reason behind showing 

the ad for longer time is that the PTC site is expecting new members to join. In such a case 

software should be installed to ensure that one ad is not viewed more than certain amount to a 

specific member. By this way PTC site gets more advertisers and customers in its basket. 

Many PTC websites does not show porn advertisements as their policy. 

NeoBux Advertisement Policy: We accept any kind of advertisement except for pages that break 

out of frames, have malicious code, redirect to another page, have adult or illegal content, 

contain any kind of multi-level offers, contain referral sales and those that include 

gambling/betting, gambling content or are held by a gambling company. Also, any advertisement 

that uses NeoBux's name for any unrelated services is not allowed. 

 

The road so far: 
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Year 2010 has seen a plethora of PTC websites. Various websites cropped up with ponzy 

schemes where viewers put in their earned money back for advertising other PTC sites to gain 

referrals. By this way early viewers spent money in earning referrals for the other PTC sites. 

Scripts were made available for starting a PTC site at very nominal cost. Viewers used to start 

there own site from the money earned by them on other PTC sites. These sites are easy to start 

but it becomes very difficult to maintain as spending money for making members to view ads has 

increased tremendously with the increase in number of viewers. In order to attract advertisers on 

such sites, the number of members is the key factor as with more number of members 

advertisments can be targeted to many members at the same time. Many sites failed to pay their 

early members so as to sustain for the advertisers to put ads on them and ended up as scam 

websites. The sites that are unable to pay to their members goes under scam category and thus no 

further users register on such sites. Due to very large number of scam sites in the year 2010, the 

credibility of PTC has gone down drastically and very small amount of sites survived in the 

industry. 

 

Webliography: 

 www.google.com/adsense 

 www.neobux.com 

 www.pay2click.info 


